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-ihe nal; intei rion of thi s article is lo give a survey of resiil.ts, r^ihich have
'bee:: chtained b1.' the author on subspaces and by the author logether r,;i th
I'i. J . i^iagnei on quotient spaces of s , the space of rapidiy decreasing sequences

of real cr coä'rDlex numbers (§§ I,...,6). The results in these paraqraphs are

contained in Vogt [r"j anci Vogt-Wagner [Zt]. They are rrresented with oni1.

minoi: r:tranges in a::rangemeilt and details of proof s. There is given a complett:

cha::acierizalion of subspaces and quotient spaces of s, which in ihe case cf
nu:ieai: iF)*spaces with basis (=sequence spaces) has been obtained. indepencle;:t.:-''

.,;,: ,.is;;l cthe: iäethoCs h-., Dubinskv i:, and Dubinsky-Bobinsoi ]a_ . f 'r' '-f-.:

dr:.;eicr:ile:ri r-.i ihe concept of classes (DN) and (f ) see ., S_ , i,Ol , .::_ . .: Lhe

;;:cci c:- c.l:: ::esults splitting titeorems f o:: e:<act sequences . i ;)--cp:ice s is " il'-',

;:1:-.- ;:r iil:DCrta;1?: rcle. These are al,so important in other f ieiis oi ana l-.-sis a;:d

:t::::'l,l,eal anai-;sis. The iast iwo na::a:raphs ar:e concerned r^riill ;el:ie c r:sui.:s
a:.1 :---r i-;:.i;c:ts o; ihese t.heore;irs.

_l ,- i;I.1, i ilrl):: Al,l) ln lN RI.SLLf S

i-cr r be a (;.)r -space. ,.: ii ii^ 1 ".. a fundament.al system oi. seinini)r:;:s and
i-

i..:i,.].. a basis of absolutely convex neighborrrhoods af zero in ll"

-l .1 " Lle;::ril-io:: I has p]:operty (DN), if there exists a contiiruoirs nci:;;t ' cr E,

srir,'i iitai. io:: el"'erv keI,,i we have a osll and C>0 witli
C

4--
k-* r k+p

.. , .1i. : i. , . )
h - 'k+p

l-:^-._:j.:il::::1.; l.rasprr.neiiv (i;), if f,:revervpe, N thereexi-ci,sär-;€ii . sirci:

.r,.,i. i:1t:-rt :.'keli we;iäve ä n€Ii and il>0 witll
--1

'.._:i:,'t_..*;,,r,
, t" --., t- ,,,

',:r:.r,-;:-,:1:';',: ai-c e.lsil.,r *ceen to be indepencient oi ihi-- i:hc.i.rc i-,: i1rt:; r,:.i:r':;:-
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system, resp. the basis of neighbourhoods of zero.

These properties will be shown to be characteristic for the subspaces, resp.
quotient sPaces of s, where s denotes the space of all rapidly decreasilg
sequences of real or complex numbers. That is

^ - r-.s : 1x = (xI,x2,...) , ll "llu= I I"il jk.*- for all k]
l"

s furnished with the norms ll llk is a nuclear (F)-space. Ir plays an imporranr
role in analysis, since many of the usual spaces of C--functions are isomorphic
to s or closely related to s.

I^le formulate now the main results, üre are concerned with in this article:

l'3. Theorem: A nuclear (F)-space E is isomorphic to a subspace of s, iff E has
property (DN).

1.4. Theorem: A nuclear (F)-space E is isomorphic to a quotient space of s, iff E

has property (CI).

1-5. Theorem: A nuclear (F)-space E is isomorphic to a continuously projeeted
subspace of E, iff E has properries (DN) and (A).

One direction of the proof of these theorems follows immediately from the
following lemma and rhe facr, rhar s has properties (DN) and (0) (cf §5).

1.6. Lemma: (a) With E also every subspace has property (DN)

(b) With E also every quorienr space has property (0).
Tire proof is easy.

It remains no!/ to show, that every nuctear (F)-space
I. with property (Oltl is isomorphic to a subspace of s,
2. with property (n) is isomorphic to a quotient space of s,
3. with properties (DN) and (A) is isomorphic to a continuously projected subspace
of s

For that we need some general results, which are contained in the following ss 2,3.
The proofs ofl.3., -, 1.5. will be finished in § 4.

§ 2. SPI,ITTTNG - THEORE}IS

The results contained in this § will strow us some of the most important features
of rhe classes (DN) 

.and (CI). They have various applications in other fields of
analysis (s. §8). We first give an equivalent dual formularion of properry (DN),

wh j c1r we sha1l need in the proof of Z .2. ;

l.l. Lemma: E has property (DN) iff there exisrs a neighbourhood U of zero in E,
such that to every k we have a p and C > 0 such that
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.o oU, Cr L
K

for all i: > 0.

The proof is a straightfon,rard dualisation argument.

In the proof of 2.2. we shall also use the following notational conventions:
rf H is a (F)-space, ll il f ll ll . a fundamental system of seminorms,1- " '2-
then H,:= H/,---- li ll is ttre Banach space belonging to the k-th seminorm,k /ker ll llk --
pk: H-+Hk, or,k , Hrr*\, D > k are the natural maps. It is then knor.sn from the
general theory of locally convex spaces that H = lim proj \, that means: if we

have another local1y convex space E and for every k a nOe L(E,IL) such that
or.,konr, = nU for all n > k, then there exists an unique rel,(E,tt) with pkolT = Trk

for a1l k. L(E,F) always denotes the space of continuous linear maps between the
locally convex spaces E and F.

In the proof of 2.2. (and only there) we sha1l use for s not the norms defined
in § l, but the equivatenr norm sysrem ll" llr. = sup l"i ljk, hence

so = ix= (xt, *2, ...) r ll" lipt= ",rp l"i ljk < + -] wirh rhe norm i I

J , ll rlk'

2.2. Theorem: If O-+tt-+i'5s*O is an exact sequence of nuclear (F)-spaces, His
quotient space of s, E has (DN), then the sequence is split (i.e. there exists a

continuous right inverse for q).

Proof : I.de assume H to be a subspace of E and have to show: H is continuously
Nprojected in E. H is by assumption a

map. We can further assume that for
s, +H. .

NA

The canonical map H - 1-i. is nuclear. '[{e can extend it to ,_o"O Fk€ L1il,ltO). h,ith
ükt= k*l,k o Fk*t - Ft c L(E,HU) we have CU = 0 on H. So GU induces a map in
l.(l-,i:-.), ',''hich is necessariil, nuclear and can be rif ted Eo G,.6 L(E,s,-). c,. has rhe

^ , -k- -' k' 'lt
1..:.rr- C,.,>)= ,ti,y:), C1(,,),...), where CTef,and t:k CT, j: 1,2,...1isrl I - J J ' ''

equic.onLinuous and theref or:e contained in a Ul. Lre can assunie ihat I-O, Uk*, , Ir*]k
basis of neiehbourhoods of zero in E.

Since E has prcperty (DN), \^re can f ind a U c E fulf illing the conditions of 2.1 .

8... shr j nking t ire U, if. necessary we can arrange that
-t.-- f

...r.- _ ..r: _ -l '' - 
,,o

K l- K+l

(,+-r U:r+p

quotient of s, 1et Q: s +H be the quotient
each k we have an induced quotient map Qt ,

ror: aIL :::, C, k € N . Choosing r

(*) 2 j-k ,l.j-o*' 2-k uo

ior a1i .j ,k e I.i .

-1, - 1j 2 '' we get af ter rnultipl ica[ion virh 2 j ''

.-(k+1) ,,oJ uk*l

I'
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lrrc cleterminc nor,, (having j fixed) inductively a scqr.rur',.o, Rle E' with A1:a j-k L'1.

Iic srart wilh ,\? = 0. ti A\.ik r,il wc trave a5 . oT e2 j-k Ü[ . on account ol (*)
,.,-J -r.-t k k r'u*1 r-,1

\..,: cru rinrl A!*1,e.j-k-l uil*r, such thar c; + A. - o1*'t j-*.: 2-k uo. Dcf ining,
a r'= ta^t-.-t r|(x),...) \,re ger r" \eL(f ,sU), rve define \t= Qf."\oqeL(E,H*).-k "' "'l "" '^

ru:= f* - f,un l{d,uo).

- f -l --For xeU:= q U we have

|^ll Pk+ I,k "k+ l "

='l (c' +A',, K K

1t follo\,üs easily that for
{

def ines a in€ L(E,ftn). Since

witir ? e r. For x€ H wenn
a continuous proj ection from

(with ll llk norm in HU resp. in su, 0k,k_, omirred):

,k, llu-, = ll ör." * 4." - 4.*," llu-,

sirnplification of the notations in the proof. The proof

version of 2.2. wiihout the assumption of nuclearity for
the same.

Now we come to the second splitting theorem involving property (n).

Remark: L^le did not need reallv the nuclearitv of E and E. We used it only for
more general

is essentially

2.3. Theorem:
N6

If O-+E+E j s +0 is an exact sequence of (F)-spaces and E has

then the sequence is split.property (n),

Proof:

convex

of zero

we have
.. v(k) .. I

U, c r' '-'' l-- + - U-k k+t r k-t

^ \ tf - ,-k- \+t/ qx ll u-t' '
each n€lN and x.E tlg (oO.r,o rk) x exists and

apparently o ofi*"= ?'-.,', there exists r€L(;,H)" n+lrn- n n+l-
have i' x = -1im p,- - (F,,x) = p-x, so Tix = x and r is
. n k:* k'n k nry k>lt,EqntoLl .

1-.Nr
.' I )\,
:-l

and a

can

for a

FE

i{e assume that E is a subspace of E. lut WkrWk*, be a basis of absolutely

neighbourhoods of zero in E, UU = WOnE. Then UU is a neighbourhood basis

in E and using condition (O) we can arrange that with appropriate v(k) e lN

for all keN, r>2.

lf e. is tire j-th unit vector in s, then using the canonical norms i,-l]f.=
re när" "j ,k = jk. Therefore for every k there exists a n(k)€N, Ckrl
sequence a(.i, such rtrat aleco jn(k) t^tk for all j,k, and q(af) = e.. \.te

assume that n(k) . n(k+1), ctlCk*, and thar with m(k) = n(k+l) we have

(.(li) + l) ni(k)'m(k+l;'gv(k)+1 ,(t<+t)v(k)*i 'c,,,K - K+I

for al1 kelN.

ilultiplying with 2 ck j^(k) and choosing r = 2k*' au rm(k) *u obtain

(x) 2 c ln(k) t. .- 1"' (k)+t ;m(k)+v(k)mtk) 2(k+l)(k) u. + 2-k u.k _ ,,k.r rk J - .k+l r L .k_l

t ck*, j*to*" ,o*r * 2 k ,u-,
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Since bT , = dl.'-l - a1=z 'n(1+l) - 'm(k)
J J - uj.ez J ,,, ,O*nH = 2 1"'''-' Up, we can

(j f ixcä) , ,oIu".,.". u]ec1 j*tu' yl..in rhe rollowing way: ,j
is ciioserr, rlren o\ ; 

"1 e ZC1. 'm(k) U,- and according ro (rr)
k-t n(k*r\ ' J ^ruT+If _rf.lA.,-kr-,j 'ec**l j"''^' uk*l such tha J J J .. .k-1.

l{e def ine nT,= a} - "\. then we haveJ J 1-

nf e Z C .n,(k) ..
-1 k J *k'

Rf*l - n! = uI * .| - ,I*1. z-k vI J -t J J k-l

for all j,ke N . rr fo11o\{s that }im nf := n-. exisrs and R. e 2 cu j'(tt) wk * wk-t
-. ^ .m(k) -, - k-++- I J lci Ck J '--' ,t_t. Sowe can define Rx = I "j *j for x= (*l , *2,...)€s and r^rith

ll lk denoting the seminorm in fr- uetongi"ü tä wn resp. the canonical norm in s

we obtain

choose iuducrively
=o.if ufec. i'(k)u.-,-- *jsvk J "k
lre can find

ll n" ll-k-l :

Theref ore n el (s,f,)
qoR = id.

In 1966 it was shown by T. and Y.

that every nuclear (F)-space can

the following propositions which

1 t | -. ll
"k ]^im(k)

anc,because q(R.) = Iim rfafl = 1im efaflJ k-**- J k**- J
T-ro oo J-'-i ' '"

an exact sequence

Komura proving a conjecture of Grothendieck

be imbedded in uN. Using this result we obtain

Remark: In analogy to 2.2. we need also here only that we have

O*E*E'F+o, where F is a subspace of s (s. L2l:).

§ 3. CO)JSEQUENCES OF THE KOIliiRA TMBEpDING THEOREM

proof of thms. 1.3 - 1.5. We start
are crucial for the remaining part of the

with the following observation:

a!J. I . Leni'na: lnele IS an exact sequence
-It\T

+U.^öu-+s-+s-+s

Proof: Let o be the space of all (real or complex) sequences,

application OF) (ö(o), ö'(o),...). Then according to a theorem

surjective. The kernei of A is isomorphic roJ Ft,o_]" )[o,*f].
for all ä<b, and s *s I u, the exact sequence

o +D i-i,o]" 0G,+tl * J[-r,*rlL o; * o

leads to an exact sequence

0 +s+S+o-+0,

Since 
" 6-. , = ,, u 6, " = .N \.^/e get the desired result b,v tensoring with s. ,,{e

use thereby the result of Grorhendieck that for any nuclear (l-)-space E, 6nU
is an exact functor in the category of nuciear (F)-spaces.

a' J [-1,+i]-+
of E. Borel

al- -"1
S rnce o0 La, b-l

o the

Ais
=s
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€: 
For every nuclear (F)-space

O+S+E-+E-+0r

is a subspace of s.

Proof: Using the Komura theorem we imbed E as

E there exists an exact seqltence

,;here tr

(0 the application in 3.1.) we obtain an exact
eQ

O-+s-+E -+ E-+0

,l\.'Jrth q = *iE.

3.3. Proposition: If E is a subspace of s then there exists
(a) a subspace F of s and an exact sequence

0-+E-+s+F-+0,

(b) a projected subspace G of s, and an exact sequence

0-E+G+s-+0.

Proof: (a) According to 3.2. we have an exact sequence

^ _hO+s-+E-as/E+0.

Let H be the following subspace of EEs:

H = {(*,y) : hx = Qy},

where Q is the quotient map s *slE, If pl,p2 (resp. il,i2)
F@s --'+ F, Fo s --+ s (resp. F -+ F@s, s +F@ s), we have

tive diagram with exact rows and columns:

a subspace into
sequence

Tt\T - I

s"' Iniirh E = i '(E)

the canonical maps

following commuta-

are

the

th t
O 

---1 
s -* F ---+ s/E ----+ 0

Tto.T', foJ 'rt P7 't0 _+ s ___+H _+ s _____+ 0

lt, tl' t, I

p a-r\ g

t
0

t
0

Since the second row is exact,it is (cf .3.2 o::3.3) split, so H I s@, 1". The

left column gives the desired result.

(b) We' f ind a subspace Fcs and an exact sequence

O-+E+r-9 f *O

according to (a).

l{e apply (a) to the space F, which gives r.r, n i'c s and an exact sequellce

o 'F , = 'il-'0.
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N

I is a quotient of s, F as a subspace of s has property (DN). Theorem 3.2. tells

us rhat the sequence is split, and therefore that s I fof.

wirh G = s@i, ( : G = soi qaid)Fei I s \,re get the desired exact sequence

a
0-+E-+G -+s+O

G is a projected subspace of s@ " 
3 t.

§ 4. END OF PROOF OF THE }lAiN THEOREMS

inle are norii prepared to finish the proofs of thms. 1.3 - 1.5:

4.1. Proposition: Every nuclear (F)-space E with property (DN) is isomorphic to a

subspace of s.

Proof: According to 3.2. there exists a subspac. äas and an exacL sequence

O-+s-+iltf*O.

Since E has property (DN), this sequence is split (ct.2.2.). So E is isomorphic

to a subspace of i.".

The definirions of (DN) and (e) for a space E obviously do not use the complete-

ness of E. Ir is also obviousthat if a metrizable locally convex space E has (DN),

drenalso irs completion i. If E is also nuclear,then ä i" iro*orphic to a subspace

of s, and therefore this is also true for E. We have proved:

4.2. Corollaqr: A mefrizabl e locally convex space is isomorphic to a subspace of

s, iff it has property (DN) .

Now we proceed to finish the proof of 1.5., which we shall use to prove 1.4.:

4.3. Proposirion: Every nuclear (F)-space E with properties (DN) and (A) is

isomorpiric to a projected subspace of s.

Proof: Using 4.1. we see that E is isomcrphic t.o a subspace of s. Therefore we

have b,v 3.3. a proj ected subspace G of s and an exacr sequence

0-+E-rG-+s+0.

Since E has property (n), this sequence is split, so E is a projected subspace of

G and therefore o1 s.

For the proof of I "4. we need one more lemma:

4.4. Lenrna: If 0 -F *i' i u -'0 is an exact sequence of (F)-spaces, F and E have

property (i), [hen also i t,r. property (0).

Proof : lr,e assume that F is a subspace of i., \l rru, a basis of neighbourhoods

of zero in E, p€I'l Since F has property (O), there exists a 0elN such that
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for every ke IJ we have a m€lN and C, >0 with

uOnFc c, rm(uk^F) ** (rrnF)c c, r^ro **t,

for all r>0.

Replacing r by rk*l ,rd multiplying with rll we get

rn(uQ^F) c a, r*(o*l)+nuk * * r,

for all n€lN, r>O.

Using property (0) for E, we get a qelN and for every k€N a nelN and Cr>0,

such that

( ,0. ,2 ,n, Uk * * *rO
or

uoccrrn ru** uQ+F.

Assuming without loss of generality Qtq it is easily seen that we can replace
-1F in the above inclusionby (ro ,2r" Ut *; UO)nl', which fcrk>q, r>l is

contained in (Cr+2) r' (UOnF). So we get

,0" a, rn ,o . * ,O + (cr+Z) rn (uQAF)

c c, r*(n+l)+n uu * * ,q * (cr*D f, u,

cc^rvu. *9uJKrp
From this the desired result follows easily.

Now the proof of 1.4. can be finished.

4.5. Proposition: Every nuclear (I)-space E with property (A) is isomorphic to a

quotient space of s.

Proof : 3.2. gives us an exact sequence

0*s-+i*E-rO,

where i i, . subspace of s. Using 4.4. and the fact that s has property (0) we see

that with E also i't-,u, property (n). i'nas (DN) as a subspace of s. From 4.3. it
N

follows that E is isomorphic to a projected subspace of s. This gives the result.

§ 5. SEQUENCE SPACES

i{e intend now to use the special case of Köche sequence spaces to point out the

meaning of properries (DN) and (51). If A = (u, ,-) is an infinite matrix with
J,K

a - a, ,-' &: ,-,., sup a, ,. , O f or all j rk, then we def ine
lrK- J:K-i k J:r!

, (A):= i1= (*1,*2,...) r ',X lo t=,1, ,j,k *j, < + - for all ki "

-l-r
i(A) r,'irh rhe seminorms il llk is a (F)-space. The well-krtown Grothendieck-Pietsch

t
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criterion says that I (A) is nuclear if and only if to every k there exists p such

that
1V

r I !r!L * <+@.
a

I J,K+P

5.1. Proposition: I(A) has property (DN), iff there exists a k

every k we have a PeN, C > 0 with
2_

"j ,t lu uj,ko "j ,k*p

for all j.

proof: one directionfollows immediately from the definition by inserting the

unit vectors and using the fact that ll

The opposite direction is a consequence

,, trT ,rzll"il; . (I(a; ,. ,x;l)- (uj,u*,
- j J'oo J

To get the corresponding result for (0), we first dualise the definition' Here

denore by I ll-u in E' the I'linkowski-norm or ul f I "ll-u = + - for "+u;: ')
r\ l.

5.2. Lemma: E has property (c), iff for every p there exists a q such that for

every k we have a n and C>O with
n+lIl lr . c ll li-k ll ll:e ,ll ll-q 

-- 
rl ll-k rr rr-p .

proof: By a straightforward dualisation argument \^7e see that (CI) is equivalent

to: For ever] p: there exists ..... with

ll ll < crnll ll . *f ll tl foral1 r>0.ll ll-q rl ll -k r r, ,, -p

fixed x we calculate the minimum of the function of r on the right side and

the result with changed C.

5.3. Propositicn: i(A) has property (a),iff for every p there exists a q such

that for every k we irave a n and C>O r^rith

n+i n
C a'.' > e. . a,

J'9 - JrK J,P
+^r -, I Irr J.

Proof: Again one dj-rection of the proof follows easily by inserting the j-rh
_l

coordinate map in the f or:nu1a of. 5.2. Since i] " ll-r. = sup { l"j ' j ,u t

i - n'- ..i.r. i/ - 
0, 

- n +L,. nrl.nv Ä;-^^r-i^- ic nl- rr'
J e. .r\ .r wr-Lrr /O- ',- f or ci>O, '/O = 0, the other direction is obvrous.

Fr:om 5"1. and 5.3. we derive a nice characterisation in the case of sequence

spaces . \,,'e use the::eby the f ol. 1or+'i.rg n,-,Eatinn: i f )' {ll) :l sl ;: §,, ql1.'nc(l sp'rce anrJ

I = ;, ) t.rc,ii f ,ttrri.., !.,J Sä,: lral B is equivalc:nL [c, 1, ifi ),("i) - l(B).
l;(

ll can be assumed to be one of ttre ll ilk'
of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality:

1

1", llz)2 . ll* lluo ll "ll1*,

0r

such thaE for
o

!/e

For

get
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A necessary and sufficient condition for that are estimates of the form:

u j,kltu oj,v(k), bj, k.cd 'j,r(t ) for all j,k

5.4. Theorem: I(A) has property
( I ) (nu; if f there exisrs an equivalenr B ,itn U?,t 1bk,k_ I b5 

,k+ I )

(2) (0) iff there exists an equivalent B *itn l]:,t ibj,k-r bj,k+r ,

(3) (DN) and (n) if f there exists an equivalent B ri-tn U] ,, = b. h ." "-"" "j ,k "j ,k- r "j ,k+ l

Proof:One direction of the proofs follows from the fact that using the right side

in (l) we get

b. k-l b. 2k-2 b, b."j,k 
= 11-: -j,i+l . ff "j,i+l ."i,2k

-j,t i=l -j,i i=k "j,i -j,k

and using the right side in (2):

fb. \ k-o k- I b.
b. LJ,9) ', b. TT -J,r+l =b. withq=p+l
J,P\oj,p/ J'P i=rp oj,i I'K

and so the conditions in 5.1., resp. 5.3.. The case of zeros is excluded in (1) and

handled Ln (2) quite easily. The right side in (3) includes the conditions in (l),
(2), so also here we get the desired result.

Turning to the proof of the opposite direction we see that in the case (l), since

there exists a ko such that forevery krko we have a p€IN, CU>1 with

b. <C. a. a. -
Jrk- O JrUo Jrk+p

\üe can proceed inductively, defining b.rlr=.jrUo 
"rO, 

for bj,r= a3,1 chosen,

def inins b. .:= C- a, -" J,k+l k J,k+p

Case (2) is less trivial. Again by proceeding inductively ("by forgetting every-
thing between p and q") we can arrange that for every p€ni the following is Lrue:

For k>p there exists n€lN and C>O such that

^ k+l kL a. , > a. , a.
JrP+r_ JrK JrP

By enlarging k and C if necessary \.^/e get for each k a n(k) and CU > 1 such that

^ n(k)+l n(k)U- a.' - >a. - a.
k 3rt"t*l - Jrk JrV

for all v<k and j.

I'or fixed j we define b. inductively beginning with b. , = ä. ,, b. ^ = ä. ^.J,fl " Jrl Jrl' J,/ J,Z
Having defined bj, i, , bj,k (k > 2), we take
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( .zI b, ,-I J'L i,f b?. < a.. , b.
I br,._, J,* 3,r<+1 "j,k-l

b. : = { "^ 
I

"j,k+l - 'l

I .- zI a. if b;. > a. b.
[ :,t*t J,k - J,k+t J,k-l

Note that in Lhe rirst case b.,k-1 , o. By definition we have u?,tlbj,k-l bj,k+1,
b, , <b, ,.,1 and b.,..2. ,. for all j and k.

Jrk- JrK+l JrK- JrK
l^Ie are ready, if we prove that Ck b5,k*r,(k) f "j,k fo. aLl j,k. For that we de-

note by v the greatest number < k+n(k) such that bj,, = ,j,, ,rd distinguish two

CASES;

i)v > k, then b.,k+n(k) ioj,u = "j,, ia.; ,k i
)

ii)v<k, then we have b: .rr = o],, for al1 u=v: , n+n(k)-] and therefore
Jt-" 

\rr-,

h .=h +(k)-r 
oj"!-=o ('-.- ) 

**"(k)-v
" 1,k+n(k) "i, , ..,,=,., oi,, "j,., \o j,,,_,,/

k+n (k)-v n (k)/a: \ (^j,." ) _l a.="j,[6i:_,) i'j,,[,,,,_t/ -rjk r,K

which gives the result.
To p::ove the remaining part of (3) we can assuine because of ( I ) that we have

2ä] ,- . ä., ,- , B, 1_ , r f or aLt j ,k, furthermore \.{e can attain that to every k
J,K - .l .K-l -J :Krt

rhere exists n(k), Ck r 0 ,ith

^ rl(k)+l n(k)
"k 

uj,' l"r,k tj,'
a. ^ . k

so by derini'a b,,k = rj,r (#) we nave

k ,l J'

b. <a. -l-T *j'rr+1
-j,k_:--j ,1 ]_i, ,;.uj ,knr

a. < C L'j,t-"k "j,n(k)+1 '

and the b.. ,- f u1f i1l, rhe Ce-sired equa1it1,.
Jr''

5.5. Corollary:i,(A) has properties (DN) and (n), Lff

,ut" UO,r" 5= (b,,tr.,...) denoles ,.1,O) r^;irh a5,k =

notarion '.(-) = '{A) rith ut,k = ,kJ .ko., , jo +

it is of type

!1-

^-b" . r. z r^ b.
ril

o one gets:

F."br+-

> l. Using the

I
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5.6. Corollary: A space Äo (o)

(1) has (otl;, iff p= * -,
(2) always has (CI) .

(3) has (DN) and (a), iff p= + a .

From the above results combined with 1.3.,... I 5. one derives characterisations
of nuclear (F)-spaces vrith basis which are subspaces, quotient spaces or projected
subspaces of s. These have been obtained independently and by other methods by
Dubinsky [:-], Dubinsky-Robinson I a] and for the case of projecred subspaces

earlier by Bessag" I r ] . r" [Z:] wrg"er characterizes the sequence spaces rshich
are subspaces' quotient spaces or projected subspaces of a general power series
space Ä in terms of (DN), (a)and similar properties, together with types of
nuclearity which are related to A.

§ 6. QUOTIENT UNIVERSAL SPACES AND MARTINEAITS CONJECTURE

As mentioned above,in 1966 T. and Y. Komura proved that every nuclear (F)-space
is a subspace of 

"N, b,ra nothing was known about the existence of spaces which
have all nuclear (r)-spaces as quotient spaces (quotient uni.versal spaces). ft
was a natural conjecture (MartineatJs conjecture, cr. ftz], [lo] ) that sN or
(si.rce sN is a quotient of s) equi.zalently s should have this property. Counter-
examples for this conjecture have been given in IZZ), [Zr] and independenrly in
IS]. In lzlT the nonexistence of a quotient universal nuclear (F)-space has been
proved. The following lemma gives a simple method to construct such counter-
examples.

6. I . Lemma:

then .\ (A) is

Proof:

n

rf a. ult, ; iJ < +@ and rim }-,3 = o for all n and kJ'K- j=l ^j,2 
-- j;t- "j,k*l

nuclear and not isomorphic to a quotient.space of s.

Nuclearity follows inductively from
@ 4: , @ ' o a. -

r ,J,k < C r I < c r 
*j,k-l

a-j=l o5,k*l - j=r 'i,k j=t "i,k
1 -1where c = sup (.i,u "j,**,), kr2.

If I (A) I'7as isomorphic to a quotient space of s, then it would have property
(CI) (s. 1.6.) and rherefore (s. 5.3.) we would have a e, D, C>O with

J,9 - J'Q+i -l'l -
for all j, which contradicts to

It is now easy to give concrete

a.
J,Q+i

our assumption.

counterexamples.
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.i .k .k
6.2. Theorem: 

^(A) 
with a, ,. = €K , eJ , jJ , €]p (exp (...j)) is nuclear and

J ,'- 

-v-

is not isomorphic to a quotient space of s. k x

To prove the nonexistence of any nuclear (F)-space Eo (even of a (FS)-space Eo),

which has all nuclear (F)-spaces as quotient spaces, \,üe use the following

modification of condition (CI). 0 denotes here a strictly positive, increasing

function on (0,i-).

6.3. Definition: E has property (Aö), if for every p€N there exists a qeJN,

such that f or every k e. lN we have a C > O r^iith

U ccö(r) U. * I uq '' k r p

for all r>0.

We admit without proof the following lermna, which corresponds to 1.6.

6.4. Lemma: I^iith E every quotient space of E has property (CI*).

The line of argumentation is now the following: We shall prove that for every

nuclear (F)-space (even for every (FS)-spac") Eo there is a Q such that Eo has

property (4,). If moreover E- is quotient universal, then every nuclear (F)-space-ao
has property (4,). So the proof of nonexistence is complete, if for every $ we

'0
construct a nuclear (F)-space not having property (CI*).

6.5. Lemma: For every (IS)-space E there exists a Q such that E has property

(a,).
(,

Proof: Bv assumption to every p there exists a q = q(p) such Lhat Uo is Pre-

compact relative to Uo, i.e. to every n- 1r2r... there exists a finite set

e cE with
n

u ce *1uqnnp
We can assume enc €n+,. For k €N and r > 0 we define

o*,.(r) = sup i ix,u: xeer.,),
P,K

if neN and n-l <r<-n. ör,U ir then nonnegative increasing, and we have for all
r)0, p,keN

u z-ö -(r) u. *-l-u-q(P) * -P,k'-' -k r P Ä

ChocsinC 1 positive, increasing S with +.:! bounded we get the result.
0

Remark: Using the sanre argumentation we can even find an absolutely convex comPact

set B and a cr such that for every p€lN there exists q€N and C>0 with

u ccö(r) s * I uq- r p

ir,) 1 1- 1.,i),



b.b. Lernma: lf

there exists a

'l'k-

The proof is very similar to

6.7. Lemma: For every Q there
properry (4,).

v

Proof: Beginning with a.
J

such a way that

6. 8. Theorem:

that every nuc

f(A) is nuclear and has property (nq),a.,1 ll for all
e, such that for every k we have a C>0 with

C1. (a. ) a.J,Q J '9

VOGT

that of 5.3. I,ie omit it here (cf.

exists a nuclear (F)-space which

t2 1l

does

then

).

not have

>a. - in
- J rk, I - I for all j we choose inductively ,3,k*l

a.
1im lj'u o(a,,)=oand ; 'j,k (*o.
j tj,k*t J 'k- j=r "3,k*l

The argumentatibn in the remark after 6.3. gives now the following theorem which
proves the nonexistence of a quotient universal nuclear (F)-space.

There exists no nuclear (F)-space (even no

lear (F)-space is isomorphic to a quotient
(FS)-spac") Eo such

space of Eo.

It should be remarked that in the construction of 6.5., we can postulate even
stronger nuclearities. So for example there exists no (FS)-space which has all
s-nuclear, A(cr)-nuclear etc. spaces as quotients. On the other side in LZ:] it
is proved that there exists a separable (F)-space which has all separable
(F)-spaces (and therefore aI1 nuclear spaces) as quotient spaces. 6.3. and 6.5.
show that this space does not have property (AO) for any g.

LIFTING AND EXTENSION OF LINEAR MAPS TENSORPRODUCTS OF (F -SPACES I^IITH

We shal1 present now some consequences of
get the highest degree of generalization.
that the assumptions of nuclearity can be

In the following thm. in fact only one of
to be assumed to be nuclear.

the results of § 2 without trying to
The remarks in § 2 show for example

considerably weakened.

the spaces in the exact sequence has

7 .1. Theorem: Let

that E has (Q) , G

Proof: This is an

E having properry (A),

there exists a ü€L(H,F)

1et H be a nuclear (F)-space having (DN),

with qr>U = 8:

From thli-s we can

7,2. Theorer,r: Let 0-+S*f 1C +0 be an exact sequence of nuclear

0-+E*F+G+0 be an exacr sequence of nuclear (F)-spaces such
has (lt'i; ; then the sequence is split.

immediate consequence of 2.2. together vith 1.4.

derive easily lifting and extension theorems for linear maps.

(F) -spaces ,

0 €L(H,G). Then

(DF) -SPACES

{



Q-+

Proof: Denote bY X cH

pl : x-|H, P2

s equence

O+E

which is split
is the desired

q^

t.t'.1..t
H

t(E

i', " .il

I

rl\

STJBSPACES AND QUOTIENT SPACES 0F (s)

+Q

ö

F the space X:= { (*,Y): 0x = QYi and bY

: E+ HOF the canonical map§. Then we have an exact: X*F, i2

i2 P1
* X + H -+ 0,

according to 7.1. Let r be a right inverse for p,, thent|= Pro r

fläp, for we have QoÜ=Qap2o r = 0oplor = 0'

t
F-+G*O be an exact sequence of nuclear (F)-spaces,7.3. Theoren: Let 0 -; E

hav

here

G

t
ing property (DN), lec H be a nuclear (F)-space having (A), 0e,L(E,H)' Then

existsaü€L(F,H) r^,ith Üoi= Ö:

H
,1 r.

lo ).üI 1'. q
. 0-+E -+ F + G-+O

proof: Denote by YocH€F the space Yo:= {(08, -iE) : 6eE}, which is closed in

HeF, and definu V:= ,of/yo, q induces a map QGL(Y,G) by Q(x,y) = q(y), \^rhe'ieas

rhe canonical injection i,: H+H<EF induees an injection I: H-+Y' I'Je geE an

exact sequence
IQ

0*H -+ Y -* G-+0,

which is again split according to 7.1. Let P be a left inverse for I, then

ü = p o]-, rs the desired nnp, where r, is induced by the canonical injection

i,Z: F+H{EF. For we have üo i = Polroi = Pof o0 = Ö'

We have seen that in certain situations $7e can lift linear maPS' resp' extend

linear maps. We are now going to interprete these results as resulEs giving an

affirmative answer under certain general conditions to the following question:

Given an exact sequence of nuclear (F)-spaces ((DF)-spaees) O+E* f§ G-+O and

a nuclear (DF)-space ( (r)-space) H, is the sequenee

o*r6 u 
i'idrr6r, o"u, c6nn*o

ilxacf i]gali'r j

Iir general rhis is not lrue, for take a non split
and lcr ll = c The eierrent or c 6-H which belongs

1T

of qg ic1 ( i l" =*J- i . I'- shoLild be mentioned that

-,.:. j .,a,rt .l: l:."1,1 .,.,',v,r ii l'l-,'l'il ai'l r-:lr-1ear

- ii t:'.tS;,, (-,, 
".I ..)

sequence of (nuclear) (F)-sPaces

to jd will not be in Lhe im;rge
G

i t is wet L known that ttre ans-

(i-\-sri.--'t ': c1rfi.:le nuc iea:

,)

I
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From a theorem of GroLhendieck lrl we know that the only interesting question
in this context is the surjectivity of qeid. So only this is ro prove in rhe
following theorems.

7 . h. Def inition: A (Dl')-space H has property (A) if its strong dual has properry
its strong dual has properry (0).(DN), it has properry (DA) if

Necessary and sufficient conditions for (A) and (Dn) in terms of a fund.amen-

tal system BjCBZC of absolutely convex bounded sets easily can be obtained
from 2.1. and 5.2. by replacing rhe u; uy Bt resp. rhe ll ll_kby rhe Minkowski

norms of the BO.

7 .5. Theorem: Let 0 -+E

E having property
a 1so

A0+E € H
iI

is exact.

q
-+ G + 0 be an exact sequence

(CI), H a complete nuclear (DF)-space

ieid   q8id ^---------* F @ H ----+ G @ H -+ 01T TI

of nuclear (F)-spaces,

with property (A), then

i
-+F

Pr:oof : t- ,2. te11s us that the application i]; » eoü is surjective from L(H',F) ro
the surjectivity of q@id.L{H',G). This is equivalenr ro

7.6. Theorem: Let 0+S 1
E having properry (A), ti

^ i @id
0-+E @ H ------*l'i

is exact.

Proof : Fror,r 7.3 we see that !, ,-' if oqr is surjective from L(F',H) to L(G',H).
to the surjeetivity of qOid.Again this is equivaient

§ 8. EXA}PLES AND APPLICATIONS

For Kcnln compact, 0 cRn open \^/e use the following well-known notations:
t(e) = C-(Q) = infinitely often differenriable funcrions on 0 ,

D(K) = ioeS(Rt) , supp Q. K) :

a(n) = iöet(n") : supp Qc e , supp O compacr) ,

[(n,x) = iöe t(n) : .t(D(*) = o all x€K, keNn ],
t(K) = tntiitnelz-dif f erentiable funcrions on K (cf- [f f] ".g.) .

(I1 ) {}1 r
For a sequence uo,II- >o a1l p, we denore ly t p in) (resp. g ,fnll rhe ser
all oeE(.l') sucir that to every Kc0, and every h>O (resp. there exists ah>O
such thrrt) (i)

' 'i(,' ' tj ".. .ilr-'"'''
' .r"k tjll.'''

.i

r' I c+0 be an exact sequence of nuclear (DF)-spaces,

a nuclear (F)-space with property (A), then also
,\ qgid 

^F @ H ------------+ G E H + 01T 1T

of



l^Je as sume

unity and

We assume

A(o,o)(*), A(orr){n),3{Mn',*r, C'r',n, are rhen defined as in rtre case of

C-- functions.
(M-)

that M is so well behaved that there exist 3 P - p.ttitions of
p

aI1 spaces are closed under multiplication and differentation (cf. t9])

all spaces to be equipped with their natural topologies.
(M)

(l)D (K), 3 P (r) always have property (DN).

have not (DN).

has (DN) , sometimes not.

SUBSPACES AND QUOTIENT SPACES OF (S)

lll o lllu

sup
ivJ r.'

(k,,..'rk)
ll o ' ILz

\L)

(3)
€ (n),

t(nl sometimes

Proof: (1) For0(K) we can use the following norms:

By partial integration we get

"' "'2 = Jo o 
(2k""'2k) : lllolll. lllolllru.lllolllk = Jo o 

(M )
Even simpler we can proceed in the case of D' P':

,r,r2 l*tj'«*)l' <sup l*(j)r*ll
iito rik = 

;:X rr, " JH 
. j:I Ttr 

t

IJ I

: llloill, ll o ll z .
h

l*t" t" I

Mi.rr_,2ljlll I

(2) Neith"r t(n) ,ror E(Mp) (n) admit a continuous norm.

(3) K = {O} gives t(«) =, which apparently has not (oN). x = [o,l] gives

t<rl 3 s which has (DN).
(M-) {lt-}r {M-}/

B.2.,.proposition, t(n),?(r), t(n,K), t(K), E p'(0), P n (*),P' (Q) have

property (fJ) .

Proof: Using partition of unity one proves easily tfrat E(n) is a quotient

space of ll A(K.) if fi = Y fl,,. ,"tirrg the K. as cubes and using the fact that

D("ru") L " 1lt [ro]), ,l ,ul tnat t(n) is a quoLient of sN, whieh is a

quotient of s.

From \,Ihirney's extension theorem r,re see ttrt t(X) is a quotient of E(n" ), hence

quotient of s, so it has (n) .

rn rhe case of tt*" (n) we proceed as in the case of E(o) t4kipg instead of' (M-) -L of all 0 " €(\) (nn) which are0 {r, ) , r. cube, the space p' P' (Fr [a, ,u5J )

periodic in each variable x. with päriod bj - tj, j=l ... n. According to a

resulr of Petzsche [t{ this space is a po!üer series space (of type + - ).
{n }' {M } / {}'t-}/

The same proceilure reduces the case of0 p-(n) toD P (K). Since0 p («) is
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reflexive, we have apparently that the ll llh
of a fundamental system of equicontinuous sets
for given hl, ho, h> h, and n such that «| l:nr

rl'1'L
o,,D' lir«*t are

i" (d P'(*))1
h, n(+) :n

o

t#lH-)'

the Minkowski norms

But for this we get

n

: ll oiln ll o Ilt"tt tt n*llt o lt -,, , ,, hl =
lo(j)r*ll

"i: \FTrr-
Therefore for every ho

a n elN with

ll oll l*r : ll olln ll oll i,rl rr 
o

This gives the result by 5.2.

there exists a h, (>ho) such that for every h we have

It remains to prove property (o) for D(r) and €(o,r). e"t 3(r) is a projected
subspace of f1mn,[) ,h"." t = l-fr with L compact, rci , so the only open case

is t(0,K), which apparently reduces to t(nt ,K) by using a 3 -frnction which

is I in a neighbourhood of K.

Let be öe0, supp g6{x: l"l. t}, fO
cr, (x) , = J *. ör, (x-E) dE, ß, (x) = l

With

= I , 0.(x) , = r-'ö(rx), K, *{x: d(x,K) , .-l},
cr. (x) .

ll oll = lo(j)r*llsup
.l

lJ l1m
xeL

m

where «.ioc Loci,. ..., L, compact, Ll L* = RD, we have for f€ e(Rt ),

o, fe t(nt,K), ll o, tll * . c, rm llrll

and for f e t(nn ,r): ß, f e t(n' ,r), ll g.r ll

The proof is then completed by the following:

8.3. Lemma: If FcE and if for every r>O there exists

m'

cz lr |l _ll
ll t ll ,a1

such that o,

system on E

then with E

Proof:

a+ß, = idu r crrroe,
: llcrfll <C m,,r.'m_lr
also F has property

= o all r'> 3r and with

ll Ill *, ll e,rll*. ?
(n) .

o.€ L(E,F) , Bre L(F,F)
an appropriaEe seminorm

ll'r ll **r ,

Let Uu = {f : l]f il k< t}; then,using (n) for E,for every p€N we have

such that for every k there exist vrC > o witha q>p

t
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uocc .' ,u * * ro

for all r > 0. Replacing r by aP+Q*l ,rrd multiplying by rq we get

.9 u cc ru u. * I u-q- - - -k 
,p*t 

-p ,

r,rhere U = v (2q+l)+q.
c)

For f eFnUO we have f.= orf * Urä: ßrfe-!- Up, o. aC't tO UO. Then

o.f = üt * ü2, rlrecrru uu, ü2.fr u, and therefore orö = o3, üt * o3. ü, with

o3, ü t.C4 ru*k uu, o3, ü2aa, * rn. From this the desired result follows easily.

Property (0) tor t(m.n,K) was first proved by Tidten [tz], who used the following
result to give suffieient conditions for the existence of a continuous exten-

sion operaror t (K) * 5(nn) ( [r z] ) t

8.4. Proposition: f (K) has (otl), iff there exists a continuous extension

operaror tfrl *€(R').

For lhe converse use the exact sequence

o * t(lRn ,«1 lg1x.n; 3 f (r) +0,

where q is the restriction map and i is the natural imbedding. The surjectivity
of q comes from l^Ihitney's theorem. Since &(n",K) has always property (a)

(cf. 8.2.), vre get an extension operator (i.e. a right inverse for q) if tfx)
has property (DN).

Proof: If there exists
L compact, KcLo, there

so €txl is isomorphic

We finish this §

§ 7, which gives

8.5. Proposition: Given ft clRn open and

a f e c-(n'' , O'(n)) such rhar f (j) 1o; =

a continuous extension operator L(«) --* E(n"), then for
exists a continuous extension operator t(I()'--*CI(L).

to a (projected) subspace of O(L), which has (DN).

an application of the tensorproduct-version of the thms. in
distribution valued version of a theorem of E. Borel.

by

a

for every

T. for all
J

'ie Nn T,"J
j.

€ &'(o), there exists

PIgo:L: By the theorem of E. Bore1 r^re have the following exact sequence

o * 0(nt ,{o}) * t(nt ) 1 *rr*o ,

r+here r,,:rr. is the space of all sequences ("j)j

Since for every compact set KcRn , 0(f) iru.

has property (A), r^ie obtain from 7.2. that

a : e :.4'', ?,'(,t)) * ( $)(0,))'*'

entn, and af = (t(j) {ol)r.

property (DN), or equivalently Dtx>
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is surjective.

D'(n) is a projected subspace or nD'(r..) withK ce compacr, Ufr =Q.
,'Vvv

Hence also

Ä : t(:n",3inll* ( &'(n))N"

is surj ective.

Taking for example n = l, f2 = lRn we get, using . r"g,r1..isation argument:

8.6. Theorem: For every sequence T^,Tr, ... e O'(nt ) there exists a C-- function
f on H*: = {(t,x)6 Rt*l, t>o} "rln in.a f and all derivatives of f are 1ocal1y

s1ow1y increasing and have distributional boundary values, when t + o * r

^k-TU = 1im distr 3* (",t).
t->o+ a t'-
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